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development, with particular regard for tourism. In the meanwhile, it
aims to enlight methods, models and tools for the containment and the
reduction of negative impacts of traffic, infrastructures and tourist flows
on the environment, landscape and natural-cultural heritage, particularly
in the most sensitive areas of South-East Europe. The landscape vision
becomes the way to approach the analysis, interpretation and design. It
requires a trans-scale dimension, movingfrom the local level, to the
environmental component, the interested context and the model region.
The final output is a "system of thinking" for the decision
makingprocesses in sensitive mountain landscapes.
Toward Resilience - Marilise Turnbull 2013-01-01
Toward Resilience: A Guide to Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate
Change Adaptation is an introductory resource for development and
humanitarian practitioners working with populations at risk of disasters
and other impacts of climate change.
Institutions and Planning - Niraj Verma 2006-12-01
Written by a distinguished group of academics in planning, this work
examines the impact of the institutionalism on the field of planning and
on its theory. It is concerned with how civic traditions and institutions
affect the urban realm. It also presents the meaning of public-private
partnerships that shed light on the role of planning.

BONUS 110% - Codice delle interpretazioni - Giorgio Gavelli
2021-04-15T00:00:00+02:00
Beneficiari, lavori ammessi ed esclusi, condominio, tipologie di immobili,
spese, adempimenti e pagamenti, opzioni, controlli: nel panorama
monumentale di circolari, risoluzioni e soprattutto risposte a interpello
dell'agenzia delle Entrate (a cadenza pressoché quotidiana), non sempre
perfettamente coordinate tra loro, la Guida del Sole costituisce la
raccolta commentata e ragionata di tutti i documenti utili alla
comprensione dei vari aspetti di un'agevolazione "che non si era mai
vista prima".
Korea - Bevin Alexander 1986
Alexander shows the causes and effects of the Korean War and
demonstrates how the United States could have avoided the
confrontation with the Red Chinese if it had correctly interpreted signals
from them.
Mountain Landscapes - Massimo Sargolini 2015-04-01
According with the Alps and Carpathian Conventions, the European
Landscape Convention, and the Birds, and Habitats Directives the
research project "Access2Mountain", illustrated in this book, aims to
promote the improvement of the accessibility in mountain areas, as a
crucial factor for their social, economic and cultural sustainable
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casualties in earthquakes; it offers methods to incorporate this
understanding into the estimation of losses in future events in different
parts of the world; it discusses ways in which pre-event mitigation
activity and post-event emergency management can reduce the toll of
casualties in future events; and it identifies future research needs.
Towards Nearly Zero Energy - Annarita Ferrante 2016-02-18
Towards Nearly Zero Energy: Urban Settings in the Mediterranean
Climate discusses tactics that can be used to effectively reduce energy
consumption towards zero energy. With energy usage in buildings
accounting for over 40% of primary energy use and 24% of greenhouse
gas emissions worldwide, this remains an unavoidable objective. The
book looks at the life of the systems of energy production from renewable
sources amidst the exceptionally challenging global economic crisis that
the Mediterranean areas and other societies are currently experiencing.
By using an innovative and interdisciplinary approach of socio-oriented
technological design, the book indicates tools and measures that can be
developed at the public, legislative, and market levels to counterbalance
the large pay-back times of energy efficiency measures. In particular, the
book displays guidelines and best practices to activate new forms of
economic incentives in order to attract potential investors that
demonstrate that a large set of possible solutions is technically feasible
to achieve nearly zero energy, even in high energy consuming
circumstances and urban settings. Furthermore, by discussing and
comparing the economic and energy impact of different technology
options, this work offers guidelines and best practices to activate new
cost-effective forms and social incentives in order to attract both
potential investors and motivate the urban stakeholders toward nearly
zero energy. Strategies and zero energy solutions for practitioners Policy
s and economic resolutions to combat legislative barriers Examples and
case studies of nearly zero energy urban environments
Judicial Protection of Fundamental Rights on the Internet - Oreste
Pollicino 2021-04-22
This book explores how the Internet impacts on the protection of
fundamental rights, particularly with regard to freedom of speech and

Built Heritage: Monitoring Conservation Management - Lucia
Toniolo 2014-10-16
This book provides a comprehensive, up-to-date overview on the most
pressing issues in the conservation and management of archaeological,
architectural, and urban landscapes. Multidisciplinary research is
presented on a wide range of built heritage sites, from archaeological
ruins and historic centers through to twentieth century and industrial
architectural heritage. The role of ICT and new technologies, including
those used for digital archiving, surveying, modeling, and monitoring, is
extensively discussed, in recognition of their importance for
professionals working in the field. Detailed attention is also paid to
materials and treatments employed in preventive conservation and
management. With contributions from leading experts, including
university researchers, professionals, and policy makers, the book will be
invaluable for all who seek to understand, and solve, the challenges face
d in the protection and enhancement of the built heritage.
T-Rex Hates Burpess - Philipp's Books 2019-06-05
If you're looking for a cool gift or searching for a great notebook for
yourself, you'll love the "T-rex hates burpess. This classic notebook with
lined paper is an ideal gift for Fitness fans and burpee haters. Write your
plans, ideas and thoughts into this notebook. Size: 6 x 9 in. 100 Pages
(lined) Glossy soft cover Printed on white paper
Human Casualties in Earthquakes - Robin Spence 2011-01-03
Assessment of human casualties in earthquakes has become a topic of
vital importance for national and urban authorities responsible for
emergency provision, for the development of mitigation strategies and
for the development of adequate insurance schemes. In the last few
years important work has been carried out on a number of recent events
(including earthquakes in Kocaeli, Turkey 1999, Niigata Japan, 2004,
Sichuan, China 2008 and L'Aquila,Italy 2009). These events have created
new and detailed casualty data, which has not until now been properly
assembled and evaluated. This book draws the new evidence from recent
events together with existing knowledge. It summarises current trends in
the understanding of the factors influencing the numbers and types of
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privacy. In doing so, it seeks to bridge the gap between Internet Law and
European and Constitutional Law. The book aims to emancipate the
debate on internet law and jurisprudence from the dominant position,
with specific reference to European legal regimes. This approach aims to
inject a European and constitutional “soul” into the topic. Moreover, the
book addresses the relationship between new technologies and the
protection of fundamental rights within the theoretical debate
surrounding the process of European integration, with particular
emphasis on judicial dialogue. This innovative book provides a thorough
analysis of the forms, models and styles of judicial protection of
fundamental rights in the digital era and compares the European vision
to that of the United States. The book offers the first comparative
analysis in which the notion of (judicial) frame, borrowed from linguistic
and cognitive studies, is systematically applied to the theories of
interpretation and argumentation. With a Foreword by Robert Spano,
President of the European Court of Human Rights.
Energia Solare in Architettura E Pianificazione Urbana - Norbert Kaiser
1996
In the last two decades, the conservation of resources and the effective
use of renewable forms of energy - in particular solar energy - have
become central themes for architects and urban planners. Now a Charter
for Solar Energy, which gives a new direction to the profession, has been
drafted by a group of leading European architects. Within this context a
survey of important buildings and projects from recent years provides
concrete examples of the use of solar energy and often reveals entirely
new interpretations of it. The work of some 50 architectural practices,
which includes housing, schools, offices, exhibition centres and urban
plans, is represented. The survey concludes with some of the latest
products and skin systems which have been produced to meet the needs
of solar architecture. Published to mark the occasion of the 4th European
Conference on Solar Energy in Architecture and Urban Planning, held in
Berlin in March 1996, this book is a guide and vital source of information
for all those in the building sector with an awareness of environmental
issues.
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The Intesa Sanpaolo Skyscraper. Turin - Renzo Piano 2017
The Routledge Companion to Urban Regeneration - Michael E.
Leary 2013-10-30
In the past decade, urban regeneration policy makers and practitioners
have faced a number of difficult challenges, such as sustainability,
budgetary constraints, demands for community involvement and rapid
urbanization in the Global South. Urban regeneration remains a high
profile and important field of government-led intervention, and policy
and practice continue to adapt to the fresh challenges and opportunities
of the 21st century, as well as confronting long standing intractable
urban problems and dilemmas. This Companion provides cutting edge
critical review and synthesis of recent conceptual, policy and practical
developments within the field. With contributions from 70 international
experts within the field, it explores the meaning of ‘urban regeneration’
in differing national contexts, asking questions and providing informed
discussion and analyses to illuminate how an apparently disparate field
of research, policy and practice can be rendered coherent, drawing out
common themes and significant differences. The Companion is divided
into six sections, exploring: globalization and neo-liberal perspectives on
urban regeneration; emerging reconceptualizations of regeneration;
public infrastructure and public space; housing and cosmopolitan
communities; community centred regeneration; and culture-led
regeneration. The concluding chapter considers the future of urban
regeneration and proposes a nine-point research agenda. This
Companion assembles a diversity of approaches and insights in one
comprehensive volume to provide a state of the art review of the field. It
is a valuable resource for both advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students in Urban Planning, Built Environment, Urban
Studies and Urban Regeneration, as well as academics, practitioners and
politicians.
TALIS 2013 Results An International Perspective on Teaching and
Learning - OECD 2014-06-25
This report presents the results of the second cycle of the TALIS survey
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conducted in 2013.
Manual on government deficit and debt : implementation of ESA95 2010
ESA 95 is the conceptual reference framework, which is legally binding
the EU. The aim of the manual is to aid its application for calculation the
government deficit and debt. It provides the appropriate answers to most
of the statistical and accounting problems posed in the EU in the last
years. Result of a collective work of reflection, conceptual and textual
elaboration made by a group of experts, coordinated by Eurostat,
representing EU Member States, the Commission and the European
Central Bank. It was discussed and improved by the working parties on
national and financial accounts.
2020 Development Effectiveness Review - Asian Development Bank
2021-04-01
This publication outlines the performance of the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) in achieving the goals of Strategy 2030, the institution’s
long-term strategic framework. It is the 14th in the series of annual
reports that tracks development progress in Asia and the Pacific,
assesses ADB's development effectiveness, and identifies areas where
the institution's performance needs to be strengthened.
Superuse - Ed van Hinte 2007
Constructing new buildings with retrieved surplus materials is a
practical and inspiring book about recycling superfluous stuff in
architecture.
2019 Development Effectiveness Review - Asian Development Bank
2020-04-01
This publication outlines the performance of the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) in achieving the goals of Strategy 2030, the institution's
long-term strategic framework. It is the 13th in a series of annual reports
that tracks development progress in Asia and the Pacific, assesses ADB's
development effectiveness over the years, and identifies areas where the
institution's performance needs to be further strengthened.
Preliminary Conference Report - 1971
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The Regulation of Entry - 2001
World Development Report 2019 - World Bank 2018-10-31
Work is constantly reshaped by technological progress. New ways of
production are adopted, markets expand, and societies evolve. But some
changes provoke more attention than others, in part due to the vast
uncertainty involved in making predictions about the future. The 2019
World Development Report will study how the nature of work is changing
as a result of advances in technology today. Technological progress
disrupts existing systems. A new social contract is needed to smooth the
transition and guard against rising inequality. Significant investments in
human capital throughout a person’s lifecycle are vital to this effort. If
workers are to stay competitive against machines they need to train or
retool existing skills. A social protection system that includes a minimum
basic level of protection for workers and citizens can complement new
forms of employment. Improved private sector policies to encourage
startup activity and competition can help countries compete in the digital
age. Governments also need to ensure that firms pay their fair share of
taxes, in part to fund this new social contract. The 2019 World
Development Report presents an analysis of these issues based upon the
available evidence.
Urban Resilience for Risk and Adaptation Governance - Grazia
Brunetta 2018-08-02
This book brings together a series of theory and practice essays on risk
management and adaptation in urban contexts within a resilient and
multidimensional perspective. The book proposes a transversal approach
with regard to the role of spatial planning in promoting and fostering risk
management as well as institutions’ challenges for governing risk,
particularly in relation to new forms of multi-level governance that may
include stakeholders and citizen engagement. The different contributions
focus on approaches, policies, and practices able to contrast risks in
urban systems generating social inclusion, equity and participation
through bottom-up governance forms and co-evolution principles. Case
studies focus on lessons learned, as well as the potential and means for
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their replication and upscaling, also through capacity building and
knowledge transfer. Among many other topics, the book explores
difficulties encountered in, and creative solutions found, community and
local experiences and capacities, organizational processes and
integrative institutional, technical approaches to risk issue in cities.
Monsanto - Jim Gerritsen 2017-10-18
As a manufacturer of food and animal feed, seeds and chemical products,
Monsanto is relentlessly developing and marketing new technologies.
The monopoly it has arguably secured by dubious means bears no
relation to its negligence with regard to potential risks. Particularly in
light of the devastating consequences that are still causing suffering to
people and the environment in many places, the company's self-portrayal
as a forward-looking, omnipotent force for good seems cynical. The
photographer Mathieu Asselin, who lives in France and Venezuela, has
tried his hand at the daunting task of exploring the issues surrounding
Monsanto. His investigative photographic study manages to capture the
complexity of this topic, creating links between past, present and future
and illuminating many different aspects from a variety of perspectives.
The New Geography of Jobs - Enrico Moretti 2012
A rising young economist at Berkeley makes correlations between
success and geography, explaining how such rising centers of innovation
as San Francisco, Boston and Austin are likely to offer influential
opportunities and shape the national and global economies in positive or
detrimental ways.
The Urban Question - Manuel Castells 1977
A review of the original French edition of this book in the American
Journal of Sociology hailed it as "the most finished product yet to emerge
from the new (Marxist) school of French urban sociology... The aim of the
book is nothing less than to reconceptualize the field of urban sociology.
It is carried out in two stages: a critique of the literature of urban
sociology (and urbanization) and an attempt to lay the Marxist bases for
a reconstructed urban sociology." The problems facing the world's cities,
whether problems of development or of decay, cannot be solved until
they have been diagnosed. The race riots in Detroit, the shantytowns of
prezzi-informativi-delledilizia-nuove-costruzioni-agosto-2017

Paris, the financial crisis of New York must not be seen in isolation. The
mushrooming cities of the third world, demolition and urban sprawl at
home are located in a network of economics, social welfare and power
politics, and the decisions we are called upon to make elude us in a fog of
ideology. This brilliant exposition of the function of the city in social,
economic and symbolic terms illuminates the creation and structuring of
space by action administrative, productive and more immediately human.
The interaction of environment and life-style, the complex of market
forces and state policy against a background of traditional social practice
is scrutinized with the aim of establishing concepts and research
methods that will enable us to come to grips with the cities themselves
and the way in which we view them. Castells draws on urban renewal in
Paris, the English New Towns, the American megalopolis for concrete
data in his empirical and theoretical investigation. In this English edition,
a new Part V has been added on urban development in America. The
chapters on the pobladores in Chile and the struggle of the FRAP in
Quebec have been greatly extended and an Afterword traces the
development of research in the past five years. -- Amazon.com.
Frei Otto, Bodo Rasch - Sabine Schanz 1995
Prefabrication for Affordable Housing - fib Fédération internationale
du béton 2011-01-01
The need for housing has increased significantly during the last decades
all over the world. It is felt particularly in countries where the population
growth rate is high and the economy is developing fast; but everywhere
people are shifting from the countryside to towns, where housing in
neighbourhoods often becomes critical. The need for affordable housing
may concern high-rate urbanization, rural areas to be upgraded,
workers’ settlements in remote regions, rebuilding dwellings destroyed
by disasters such as earthquakes, floods or wars, and even holiday
resorts and leisure dwellings. Large projects always face cost- and timeconstraints. Local conditions may be variable with respect to the
physical, social and economic environment. Thus, minimising cost and
time of construction, while maximising quantity and quality of product,
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may lead to different solutions. The concept of “affordable”, meaning
compatibility of demand and means, is well understood as such
everywhere, although its practical application may be much different
from place to place. Concrete is a material that lends itself well to
affordable housing: it is durable, has good thermal inertia, can be used
both as structural and finishing material, and is not sensitive to organic
attack. It also has some disadvantages, such as higher cost in developing
countries compared to developed countries, and also a potential lack of
materials, mainly cement or admixtures. Prefabrication, with its
adaptability and quality consciousness, may offer valid, speedy, cost
efficient and sustainable solutions. fib Bulletin 60 offers an overview of
housing systems as well as information on their features. It shows the
main features of a number of construction systems, without entering into
the details of the solutions. It aims to make possible a comprehensive
comparison, which should help in learning, exchanging and developing
ideas on how to better meet the housing needs everywhere, at
sustainable cost. A document of this kind was not available before; it is
therefore expected to be of great interest and a source of ideas for all
those who have to confront similar problems.
The Bauhaus Group - Nicholas Fox Weber 2009-10-27
Nicholas Fox Weber, for thirty-three years head of the Albers
Foundation, spent many years with Anni and Josef Albers, the only
husband-and-wife artistic pair at the Bauhaus (she was a textile artist; he
a professor and an artist, in glass, metal, wood, and photography). The
Alberses told him their own stories and described life at the Bauhaus
with their fellow artists and teachers, Walter Gropius, Paul Klee, Wassily
Kandinsky, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, as well these figures’ lesserknown wives and girlfriends. In this extraordinary group biography,
Weber brilliantly brings to life the Bauhaus geniuses and the community
of the pioneering art school in Germany’s Weimar and Dessau in the
1920s and early 1930s. Here are: Walter Gropius, founder of the
Bauhaus, the architect who streamlined design early in his career and
who saw the school as a place for designers to collaborate in an ideal
setting . . . a dashing hussar, the ardent young lover of the renowned
prezzi-informativi-delledilizia-nuove-costruzioni-agosto-2017

femme fatale Alma Mahler, beginning when she was the wife of
composer Gustav Mahler . . . Paul Klee, the onlooker, smoking his pipe,
observing Bauhaus dances as well as his colleagues’ lectures from the
back of the room . . . the cook who invented recipes and threw together
his limited ingredients with the same spontaneity, sense of proportion,
and fascination that underscored his paintings . . . Wassily Kandinsky,
the Russian-born pioneer of abstract painting, guarding a secret tragedy
one could never have guessed from his lively paintings, in which he used
bold colors not just for their visual vibrancy, but for their “sound” effects
. . . Josef Albers, who entered the Bauhaus as a student in 1920 and was
one of the seven remaining faculty members when the school was closed
by the Gestapo in 1933 . . . Annelise Else Frieda Fleischmann, a Berlin
heiress, an intrepid young woman, who later, as Anni Albers, made art
the focal point of her existence . . . Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
imperious, decisive, often harsh, an architect who became director—the
last—of the Bauhaus, and the person who guided the school’s final days
after SS storm troopers raided the premises. Weber captures the life,
spirit, and flair with which these geniuses lived, as well as their
consuming goal of making art and architecture. A portrait infused with
their fulsome embrace of life, their gift for laughter, and the powerful
force of their individual artistic personalities.
Handbook of Research on Seismic Assessment and Rehabilitation
of Historic Structures - Asteris, Panagiotis G. 2015-07-13
Rehabilitation of heritage monuments provides sustainable development
and cultural significance to a region. The most sensitive aspect of the
refurbishment of existing buildings lies in the renovation and recovery of
structural integrity and public safety. The Handbook of Research on
Seismic Assessment and Rehabilitation of Historic Structures evaluates
developing contributions in the field of earthquake engineering with
regards to the analysis and treatment of structural damage inflicted by
seismic activity. This book is a vital reference source for professionals,
researchers, students, and engineers active in the field of earthquake
engineering who are interested in the emergent developments and
research available in the preservation and rehabilitation of heritage
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buildings following seismic activity.
Making Cities Resilient - Vishwa Raj Sharma 2019-02-08
As the world has transformed, so have cities. Today, cities are home to
54 percent of the world’s population, and by the middle of this century
that figure will likely rise to 66 percent. According to the United Nations
(UN) Habitat I (1972), Habitat II (1996) and Habitat III (2016) summits,
cities are facing many serious challenges, including growing inequality,
security concerns and the worsening impacts of climate change.
Uncontrolled urbanization has led to many problems (haphazard growth
of areas, emergence of slums, inadequate water and power supply, poor
sanitation, shortage of transport and other civic amenities, shrinking
green spaces, pollution, crime, and urban disaster risks such as fire,
flood, road and industrial accidents, etc.). Worldwide, communities at the
international, national and local level are continuously working to
improve human habitats. In order to make our planet more sustainable,
the UN has moved from the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) to the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Among the latter, the aim of SDG
11 is to “...make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable.” In light of these challenges, various terms have
emerged to help understand urban issues. Visualizing the problem, the
United Nations program “Making Cities Resilient” is focused on
mitigating the disaster risk in urban areas. This book analyzes terms
such as: sustainable, resilient, livable, inclusive, smart and world class
city, which have emerged in the process of combating urban challenges
in today’s world. The book addresses emerging concepts for cities,
challenges and potentials, urban environments, health and
planning/policies. Covering 14 large cities in India, as well as case
studies from Japan, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Poland and Sweden,
it provides a regional dimension to and micro-level perspective on urban
issues.
Resource Revolution - Richard Dobbs 2011

Water and Asphalt - Paola Viganò 2016
The series UFO: Explorations of Urbanism aims to fill a gap in the
contemporary debate concerning urbanism by offering case studies that
document and critically analyze a global spectrum of changing urban
conditions in interaction with the continuous adaptation of urbanism and
offer alternatives to contemporary mainstream urban projects. Water and
Asphalt, the latest volume in the series, investigates the metropolitan
area of Venice with regard to the increasing separation of residential and
industrial neighborhoods. The densely populated region, criss-crossed by
networks of roads and waterways, provides the ideal the test case for
imagining the concept termed by this study as the "Project of Isotropy."
The researchers argue that conditions now exist for re-devising the
isotropic space in Venice with a focus on the water system, roads and
public transport, alternative mobility, forms of diffused welfare,
innovative agriculture, and the decentralized production of energy.
The Financial System We Need - United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) 2016-01-27
The Financial System We Need argues that there is now a historic
opportunity to shape a financial system that can more effectively finance
the development of an inclusive, green economy. This opportunity is
based on a growing trend in policy innovation from central banks,
financial regulators and standard setters, who are incorporating
sustainability factors into the rules that govern the financial system. The
report draws together practical examples of policy changes in banking,
capital markets, insurance and institutional investment, drawing on
detailed work in several countries. It offers a Framework for Action that
shows how a systematic approach can now be taken at both the national
and international levels.
Structural Design for Fire Safety - Andrew H. Buchanan 2017-01-30
Structural Design for Fire Safety, 2nd edition Andrew H. Buchanan,
University of Canterbury, New Zealand Anthony K. Abu, University of
Canterbury, New Zealand A practical and informative guide to structural
fire engineering This book presents a comprehensive overview of
structural fire engineering. An update on the first edition, the book

History of Engineering 2020 - 2020
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describes new developments in the past ten years, including advanced
calculation methods and computer programs. Further additions include:
calculation methods for membrane action in floor slabs exposed to fires;
a chapter on composite steel-concrete construction; and case studies of
structural collapses. The book begins with an introduction to fire safety
in buildings, from fire growth and development to the devastating effects
of severe fires on large building structures. Methods of calculating fire
severity and fire resistance are then described in detail, together with
both simple and advanced methods for assessing and designing for
structural fire safety in buildings constructed from structural steel,
reinforced concrete, or structural timber. Structural Design for Fire
Safety, 2nd edition bridges the information gap between fire safety
engineers, structural engineers and building officials, and it will be
useful for many others including architects, code writers, building
designers, and firefighters. Key features: • Updated references to
current research, as well as new end-of-chapter questions and worked
examples. •Authors experienced in teaching, researching, and applying
structural fire engineering in real buildings. • A focus on basic principles
rather than specific building code requirements, for an international
audience. An essential guide for structural engineers who wish to
improve their understanding of buildings exposed to severe fires and an
ideal textbook for introductory or advanced courses in structural fire
engineering.
Civil Structural Health Monitoring - Carlo Rainieri 2021-08-24
This volume gathers the latest advances and innovations in the field of
structural health monitoring, as presented at the 8th Civil Structural
Health Monitoring Workshop (CSHM-8), held on March 31–April 2, 2021.
It discusses emerging challenges in civil SHM and more broadly in the
fields of smart materials and intelligent systems for civil engineering
applications. The contributions cover a diverse range of topics, including
applications of SHM to civil structures and infrastructures, innovative
sensing solutions for SHM, data-driven damage detection techniques,
nonlinear systems and analysis techniques, influence of environmental
and operational conditions, aging structures and infrastructures in
prezzi-informativi-delledilizia-nuove-costruzioni-agosto-2017

hazardous environments, and SHM in earthquake prone regions.
Selected by means of a rigorous peer-review process, they will spur novel
research directions and foster future multidisciplinary collaborations.
Beyond GDP - Stiglitz Joseph E. 2019-01-09
Metrics matter for policy and policy matters for well-being. In this
report, the co-chairs of the OECD-hosted High Level Expert Group on the
Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, Joseph E.
Stiglitz, Jean-Paul Fitoussi and Martine Durand, show how over-reliance
on GDP as the yardstick of economic performance misled policy makers
who did not see the 2008 crisis coming. When the crisis did hit,
concentrating on the wrong indicators meant that governments made
inadequate policy choices, with severe and long-lasting consequences for
many people. While GDP is the most well-known, and most powerful
economic indicator, it can't tell us everything we need to know about the
health of countries and societies. In fact, it can't even tell us everything
we need to know about economic performance. We need to develop
dashboards of indicators that reveal who is benefitting from growth,
whether that growth is environmentally sustainable, how people feel
about their lives, what factors contribute to an individual's or a country's
success. This book looks at progress made over the past 10 years in
collecting well-being data, and in using them to inform policies. An
accompanying volume, For Good Measure: Advancing Research on Wellbeing Metrics Beyond GDP, presents the latest findings from leading
economists and statisticians on selected issues within the broader
agenda on defining and measuring well-being.
Architetture Temporanee - Simone Micheli 2002
Planning for Ecosystem Services in Cities - Davide Geneletti
2019-01-01
This open access book presents current knowledge about ecosystem
services (ES) in urban planning, and discusses various urban ES topics
such as spatial distribution of urban ecosystems, population distribution,
and physical infrastructure properties. The book addresses all these
issues by: i) investigating to what extent ecosystem services are
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currently included in urban plans, and discussing what is still needed to
improve planning practice; ii) illustrating how to develop ecosystem
services indicators and information that can be used by urban planners
to enhance plan design; iii) demonstrating the application of ES
assessments to support urban planning processes through case studies;
and iv) reflecting on criteria for addressing equity in urban planning
through ecosystem service assessments, by exploring issues associated
with the supply of, the access to and demand for ES by citizens. Through
fully worked out case studies, from policy questions, to baseline analysis
and indicators, and from option comparison to proposed solutions, the
book offers readers detailed and accessible coverage of outstanding
issues and proposed solutions to better integrate ES in city planning. The
overall purpose of the book is to provide a compact reference that can be
used by researchers as a key resource offering an updated perspective
and overview on the field, as well as by practitioners and
planners/decision makers as a source of inspiration for their activity.
Additionally, the book will be a suitable resource for both undergraduate
and post-graduate courses in planning and geography.
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Heritage Building Information Modelling - Yusuf Arayici 2017-02-10
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is being debated, tested and
implemented wherever you look across the built environment sector. This
book is about Heritage Building Information Modelling (HBIM), which
necessarily differs from the commonplace applications of BIM to new
construction. Where BIM is being used, the focus is still very much on
design and construction. However, its use as an operational and
management tool for existing buildings, particularly heritage buildings,
is lagging behind. The first of its kind, this book aims to clearly define
the scope for HBIM and present cutting-edge research findings alongside
international case studies, before outlining challenges for the future of
HBIM research and practice. After an extensive introduction to HBIM,
the core themes of the book are arranged into four parts: Restoration
philosophies in practice Data capture and visualisation for maintenance
and repair Building performance Stakeholder engagement This book will
be a key reference for built environment practitioners, researchers,
academics and students engaged in BIM, HBIM, building energy
modelling, building surveying, facilities management and heritage
conservation more widely.
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